


































✓Experts in the field(s)!
✓Open reviews!
✓Transparent dialogue!
✓Reviewer recognition
What we have:!
✓2-3 reviewers!
✓Anonymous!
✓Non-public reviews!
✓Editorial decision!
✓System of favours
Validation
openscholar.org.uk	
What’s	the	problem	with	the	current	system?
Evaluation
What we need:!
✓Multi-parametric indexes!
✓Overall assessment!
✓Dynamic assessment
What we have:!
✓Single index!
✓Mostly impact!
✓Static assessment
openscholar.org.uk	
http://www.openscholar.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/nsap_perakakis_2010.pdf
openscholar.org.uk	
openscholar.org.uk	
openscholar.org.uk	
